FIGHTING
AGAINST
SKIN CANCER
First aid for the skin

UVB raiation →

Sunburn →

Skin cancer

The Sun is not our enemy, it is the source of life to which we have had enough time to
accommodate ourselves throughout millenniums. The human organism and soul need
sunshine, so it is unnecessary to be afraid of sunrays. However, sunburn can have serious
consequences: actinic keratosis and skin cancer.

The cause of skin cancer is the Sun’s UVB
radiation. UVB radiation is extremely high
worldwide! This is dangerous!!
The Global Solar UV Index is a guide having
been created by WHO:
0-2 weak radiation.
3-5 moderate radiation.
6-7 strong radiation.
8-10 very strong radiation.
11 extreme radiation.

Therefore, people with warts have reasons for being afraid from sunbath, since as an effect of
UVB radiation, harmless warts can easily turn into morbid tumors. In addition, skin cancer is
one of the most dangerous tumors with an extremely high, 80% mortal rate. Within this,
women with light and sensitive skin are the most threatened. Furthermore, this deadly disease
is able to kill people within 2-3 months.
There is a Hungarian invention made of exclusively natural materials. Not only does it give
protection against harmful rays but also helps destroying cancerous cells. This is proved by
experiments and exams having been done at the skin-clinics of a Hungarian medical
university. The remedy is quickly absorbed by the skin without marks, and can be applied
both before and after sunbath. Besides prevention, it is also offered by experts for aftertreatments.

THE SOLUTION FOR PREVENTING AND TREATING SKIN
CANCER IS THE CLINICALLY TESTED
R47-PROTUMOL® CREAM

Protect your mole and skin, and use R47PROTUMOL® cream for prevention.
Prevention is investigation in the future!
However, the cream can also treat evolved
skin cancer effectively as well!
The R47-PROTUMOL® cream contains
only natural plant substances, which have
components such as antioxidants, different
vitamins, minerals, carbohydrates, proteins,
flavonoids, enzymes and organic acids.
The antioxidants protect the organism from
the harmful effects of free-radicals, thus
slowing down the process of ageing of cells, they block the morbid degeneration of the cells
and support the immune system. The cream has no side-effects, and it can be used on the
whole surface of the body.
The components of the active agents, exercising mutual effects in a synergic way, exercise a
positive physiological effect through the course of the treatment. The result of the synergy of
the active agents is such a mechanism of effects as a result of which the R47-PROTUMOL®
treatment cream is effective not only on the area to be treated, but in parallel with the
treatment, due to the significance of the composition of the ingredients, it also promotes the
process of regeneration through roborating the immune system.
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Peter Rozim pharmaceucital researcher and inventor: the test of Szent-Györgyi Albert Clinical
Centre showed that the R47-PROTUMOL® cream has caused improvement already within 1
week, and after 4 weeks of treatment it stopped the growth of tumor, and decreased the degree
of exulceration significantly. The cream is able to do all these without side-effects.
http://propharmatech.hu/en/

FIGHTING
AGAINST
BREAST CANCER
First aid for the breast

Healthy Breast

THE SOLUTION FOR
PREVENTING AND TREATING
BREAST CANCER IS THE
CLINICALLY TESTED
R47-PROTUMOL® CREAM

Inflammatory Breast Cancer

Dr Mária PÉCSEK

The observations of Dr Mária PÉCSEK, head surgeon, on the R47-PROTUMOL® treatment
cream
The R47-PROTUMOL® Cream was applied 2-3 times a day regularly, with a control six
months later.
The 6-7cm tumour in the breast reduced to 1cm.
The armpit metastasis of the other patients became not to be palpable.
The big breast tumour of the patient, which was reduced to a 1cm size due to the treatment,
became removable.
The patient was operated on, and the 1cm size tumour was removed. After the operation
histological examination found only 1-2 malignant groups of cells in the mutation.
Among my cases there was an ulcerating metastasis on the neck. Having used two tubes of
R47-PROTUMOL® Cream the metastasis reduced, ulceration healed. Though the basic
disease was not healed, the quality of life of the patient was remarkably bettered, and this
could not have been reached by any other means.
In my experience I have not seen such a remission in any of my great number of cases.
I have found a similar, medically approved remission in the case of a 35-year-old patient who
had an untended, ulcerating breast tumour. After the persistent use of the R47-PROTUMOL®
Cream the tumour substantially reduced, ulceration disappeared, and the tumour could be
removed.
Benignant, palpable mutations of the breast completely disappear by the use of the R47PROTUMOL® Cream.
Thus this Cream is irreplaceable as a preventive as well, regarding the great number of breast
tumours.
http://propharmatech.hu/en/
THE R47-PROTUMOL® TREATMENT CREAM WAS DEVELOPED BY
PROPHARMATECH® LTD. EXCLUSIVELY AUTHORIZED FOR ITS
PRODUCTION AND MARKETING.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED!

PROPHARMATECH® Research and Development Company

Our medical innovations laboratory is engaged in the research and development of skin
treatment and medication products.
Our main aim is to develop and put on the market such products in which we use such
commonly known and basically harmless natural agents that are registered in the
pharmacopeia and have a substantial background in special literature, and can be effectively
applied in everyday use.
In each case we reached unique results in solving the given problem by following new ways,
doing research in fields still unknown for present science and discovering their potentials.
None of our products is a medicine, so they naturally have no side-effects.

PROPHARMATECH®
Research and Development Ltd.
www.propharmatech.hu
info@propharmatech.hu

